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Programming Applications for Microsoft Office Outlook 2007Microsoft Press, 2007

	Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 offers compelling new product features including Instant Search, task flagging, the To-Do Bar, Calendar overlays, sharing with friends and coworkers, Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds, Electronic Business Cards, Microsoft Office SharePoint Server integration, and plenty of other features that make Outlook...
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OS X and iOS Kernel ProgrammingApress, 2011


	Kernel development can be a daunting task and is very different from programming traditional user

	applications. The kernel environment is more volatile and complex. Extraordinary care must be taken to

	ensure that kernel code is free of bugs because any issue may have serious consequences to the stability,

	security, and performance...
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Pharmacoethics: A Problem-Based Approach (Plant Engineering Series)CRC Press, 2003


	About 20 years ago, the University of New Mexico School of Medicine (SOM)

	established a student-centered problem-based learning (PBL) curriculum

	emphasizing ambulatory care practice competencies. It was designed for small

	groups of students working together and ran parallel with their more traditional

	curriculum. The SOM...
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Liposuction: Principles and PracticeSpringer, 2006

	The contributors to this book have spent time and effort presenting the cosmetic and plastic surgeon with information on the techniques and uses of liposuction for cosmetic and non-cosmetic surgery purposes. This constitutes the first book on cosmetic and non-cosmetic liposuction. It provides a how-to-do manual for all procedures of cosmetic...
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Key Nursing SkillsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Written by authors have a wide experience in teaching and practicing adult nursing, Key Nursing Skills will be invaluable to nurses who really want to get to grips with the more common procedures.


	Each chapter focuses on a specific area of care and related skills and considers the main practice issues. Each intervention is...
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Software Specification MethodsISTE Publishing Company, 2008
This book is an introduction to a set of software specification methods. Its targeted audience are readers who do not wish to read pages of definitions in order to understand the basics of a method. The same case study is used to introduce each method, following a rigorously uniform presentation format. Special care has been devoted to ensure that...
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Handbook of Digital Homecare (Series in Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2009
Digital Homecare is a collection of services to deliver, maintain and improve care in the home environment using the latest ICT technology and devices.

It is important to recognize the wide range of issues that are covered by digital homecare. This book shows a good selection of related issues, be it experience, technologies, managerial...
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Overbooked: The Exploding Business of Travel and TourismSimon & Schuster, 2013

	Tourism, fast becoming the largest global business, employs one out of twelve persons and produces $6.5 trillion of the world’s economy. In a groundbreaking book, Elizabeth Becker uncovers how what was once a hobby has become a colossal enterprise with profound impact on countries, the environment, and cultural heritage.

	
...
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Pediatric Rheumatology in Clinical PracticeSpringer, 2007

	The rheumatic diseases in children range from affecting a very isolated part of the body to including almost every organ and body system. Much progress has been made in the field of rheumatology over the past decade and this book provides a small didactic text, giving clear unambiguous guidance on the best clinical practice. With full colour...
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New Handbook for a Post-Roe America: The Complete Guide to Abortion Legality, Access, and Practical SupportSeven Stories Press, 2021

	A completely new edition--with a new introduction by Amanda Palmer--of Robin Marty's best-selling manual on what to do if/when Roe v. Wade is overturned.

	

	The New Handbook for a Post-Roe America is a comprehensive and user-friendly manual for understanding and preparing for the looming changes to...
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Bike Repair & Maintenance For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Welcome to Bike Repair & Maintenance For Dummies, where the often confusing and complex world of caring for your bike just got a whole lot easier. We’ve written this book to tell you not only what your bike needs  to stay in great condition but also how to take care of the repair and maintenanceyourself. It doesn’t matter...
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Facebook and Philosophy: What's on Your Mind? (Popular Culture and Philosophy)Open Court, 2010

	Facebook and Philosophy is an entertaining, multi-faceted exploration of what Facebook means for us and for our relationships. With discussions ranging from the nature of friendship and its relationship to "friending," to the (debatable) efficacy of "online activism," this book is the most extensive and systematic...
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